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Fisherboy86 wrote:
It's amazing how much flack someone gets for not sharing one of their secret patterns.
This fly is real, and it catches fish, alot of fish.
I have too many stories about fish on this fly that it's mind boggling. And this is only the second year we've
used it.
I did not name it the humpulator because I thought the name would offend some people. But it would be
more correct
Lately, I've been using beetles and ants. If a fish rises on the streams I have been fishing, 90% of the time
it will take the beetle. If not, I throw on the ant and he usually takes.
These flies are no secret, want to see them, go onto photobucket and do a search for fisherboy1986. The
beetle is the simplest fly to tie, and gives the most realistic sillouhette of any bettle out there. I'm more than
willing to share all of my flies, but two.
One is the humpinator, and another is a steelhead egg pattern that catches fish on a consistant basis on
every stream I fish...from Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, and the Finger Lakes. I know for a fact that I am not the
only one out there with a "secret" pattern.

Mike
BTW - There is ONE guy I gave a few of these flies to that may give the pattern away. The others are my
closest friends that can't tie...lol. I'm not stupid. But good luck.

Mike,

Don't take this the wrong way....but one of my standards for judging character is in finding balance between
humble and arrogance. I don't care about the pattern...but the only thing you left out of your boast was "trust
me" and I think you even inferred it a couple times. BTW, "trust me" is the exclamation in a story that makes me
look down and my eyes roll around in my head hoping I have an attack of diarhea so I can gracefully step away
from the conversation.
Short of that, I may have to look at that site to see what nugget could possibly be shared beyond the ant and
beetle I know.
I'd share my ant & beetle patterns but they are too secret, trust me.
Maurice

